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lindaunda ann kunz and robert R viscount write me a ream 62 PP paperback

teachers college press columbia university 1973

A book of controlled composition for provided some of which give a sample
adult education and job training students sentence for students to follow it would
based on the writing of successive controlled be helpful to the student if each selection
steps originated by gerald dykstra and had examples as some confusion might
first introduced in the anaeseananse4nanse tales by result from only directions the teachers
dykstra port and port handbook is excellent as it gives the rationale

although this book lists only twenty six for the program and a step by step explana-
tionconsecutive steps each selection includes at for each exercise

least two and often up to seven different teachers college press has just announced
related changes with often just one change additional publications of this nature in a
for each rather than one change repeated series for grades I11 through 12 hopefully
several times advanced students might these will move more slowly through the
be able to handle these numerous changes program and thus provide additional material
but they could be confusing to beginning or at each step for students who may need the
untrained students there are at least four practice that the 4nanseananseanaese tales and write me
selections for each step among the sixty a ream fail to provide

morton J gordon speech improvement A practical guide for native price 109510.951095

and nonnativenon native speakers of english prentice hall inc 1974

an excellent reference book for ESL suggestions given for individualizing students

teachers with clear explanations and nu-
merous

work both sentences for articulation testing

examples and exercises for all the and evaluation forms are provided

speech sounds of english it provides all this book with its complete index should

the necessary material for class or individual prove invaluable to teachers who have had

work on speech improvement using minimal little or no phonetic training in english but

pairs in initial medial and final position I1 would recommend it only for advanced

sentences and exercises for utilizing these adult ESL students or beginning college level

sounds for discrimination and production native speakers if tapes were provided these

are provided suggestions are also given for students could work with a minimum of
helping students who are using native re-
placements

teacher guidance

for the different english sounds aliceaceallceaiice C pack
diagnostic procedures are explained and




